An approach to discover sequence patterns characteristic of ligand classes is described and applied to aminergic G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). Putative ligand-binding residue positions were inferred from considering three lines of evidence: conservation in the subfamily absent or underrepresented in the superfamily, any available mutation data, and the physicochemical properties of the ligand. For aminergic GPCRs, the motif is composed of a conserved aspartic acid in the third transmembrane (TM) domain (rhodopsin position 117) and a conserved tryptophan in the seventh TM domain (rhodopsin position 293); the roles of each are readily justified by molecular modeling of ligand-receptor interactions. This minimally defined motif is an appropriate computational tool for identifying additional, potentially novel aminergic GPCRs from a set of experimentally uncharacterized "orphan" GPCRs, complementing existing sequence matching, clustering, and machine-learning techniques. Motif sensitivity stems from the stepwise addition of residues characteristic of an entire class of ligand (and not tailored for any particular biogenic amine). This sensitivity is balanced by careful consideration of residues (evidence drawn from mutation data, correlation of ligand properties to residue properties, and location with respect to the extracellular face), thereby maintaining specificity for the aminergic class. A number of orphan GPCRs assigned to the aminergic class by this motif were later discovered to be a novel subfamily of trace amine GPCRs, as well as the successful classification of the histamine H4 receptor.
Among membrane-bound receptors, the seven-transmembrane (7TM) receptors are the most abundant, comprising >700 genes in human beings. They are widely expressed and transduce signals in response to a large diversity of physiologically important molecules, including organic odorants, nucleotides, nucleosides, peptides, lipids, and proteins. They are also catalysts of the GDP/GTP nucleotide exchange on heterotrimeric G proteins and, hence, are also referred to as G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). Approximately half of the GPCR superfamily comprises nonsensory receptors, which are potentially attractive novel targets for small molecule intervention. In fact, this receptor superfamily is regarded as the most successful target class in terms of therapeutic benefit and potential sales (Wise et al. 2002) .
One particularly important subfamily of GPCRs is represented by the aminergic receptors, with natural ligands that include dopamine, serotonin, acetylcholine, epinephrine, and histamine. Indeed, therapeutic agents currently on the market have as molecular targets members from all five major subtypes of aminergic GPCRs. In the human genome, there are ∼150 so-called orphan GPCRs with unknown natural ligands, any of which might become a molecular target for future drugs (Wilson et al. 1998) . Because a full understanding of a possible pathophysiological role for an orphan receptor requires knowledge of its cognate ligand, aminergic GPCR identification poses an interesting and important challenge for computational classification methods.
The approach described here pertains to the discovery of minimal sequence motifs corresponding to conserved ligand-binding residues. Such a motif can be inferred from a high-quality multiple sequence alignment of a protein family, knowledge of its three-dimensional fold, and experimental data relating to ligand-binding function. In the case of GPCRs, these typically involve site-directed mutagenesis data. The motifs are built from residues that are as specific as possible for a GPCR subfamily (Kuipers et al. 1997) , especially those that can form plausible intermolecular interactions with the ligand class. As will be discussed, the goal is to balance specificity with sensitivity by including only those positions necessary to capture members of a given ligand-binding class. Although the aim is to discover a motif essential for biogenic amine recognition, there is no reason why it could not also be extended to other ligand classes. Thus, the following section was deliberately written as broadly as possible.
The approach
First, one must construct a multiple sequence alignment of all class A (rhodopsin-like) GPCRs for which ligands are identified. Aligned positions (residues that fall in the same column in the alignment) are either known or presumed to be structurally equivalent. Thus, the primary sequence of rhodopsin and the location of its 7TM helices serve as an important reference sequence in the multiple alignment. In this case, the program hmmalign of the HMMer suite (Eddy 1998 (Eddy , 2001 ) was used to build a preliminary alignment of GPCR sequences against the 7tm1 Pfam model (Bateman et al. 2002) .
This machine-built alignment was then hand-edited by using the software Pfaat (Johnson et al. 2003) . Several sequences failed to align to portions of the Pfam model corresponding to transmembrane segments. In these instances, the conserved residues characteristic of each segment were used as anchors (see Appendix). Alignment was also guided by the principle that residues embedded in transmembrane domains tend to be hydrophobic. Moreover, gap positions in transmembrane domains were disallowed because the membrane bilayer is relatively fixed in thickness, and ∼25 amino acids in a helical conformation are required to span it. A final consideration is a conserved disulfide bond present between the start of the third transmembrane domain and the second extracellular loop (corresponding to residues 110 and 187 of rhodopsin).
After constructing the alignment, one systematically marks residues (or residue classes) conserved in a given subfamily of GPCRs (in this case, the aminergic subfamily). If the residue or class of residues is not also characteristic of the superfamily, it is set aside for consideration as a ligandbinding residue. Not all residue types receive equal consideration, however. Specificity of ligand-receptor interactions is often due to electronic interactions, manifested as hydrogen-bond pairs, ionic bonds, and aromatic interactions. Even if aliphatic side-chains actually touch the ligand within a transmembrane pocket, they often are not suitable as part of discrimination motif because hydrophobic residues are commonly seen within the helical regions. Thus, conserved polar, charged, and aromatic amino acids, especially within the transmembrane domains, are evaluated as determinants of ligand-binding specificity for a given subfamily. Regions of the alignment that fall within the intracellular portion of the receptor are not considered. These include the three intracellular loops and the C-terminal domain in their entirety, as well as portions of each of the TM domains. One disqualifies these alignment positions, as they are unlikely to interact directly with the cognate ligand, which is typically presented to the receptor from the extracellular face of the receptor.
The putative role of these amino acids can be supported by properly controlled site-directed mutagenesis experiments that reveal adverse effects on ligand binding and/or signaling. This step is important to distinguish residues conserved in a subfamily due to phylogeny from those that are conserved due to functional constraints. Data of this type are readily available in the literature (Beukers et al. 1999) .
If possible, the physicochemical properties of the conserved amino acid (or type) are then matched with the shared physicochemical properties of the ligand type. For example, if an amino acid conserved in the subfamily happens to be positively charged, it would be useful to identify a negatively charged moiety in the ligand (such as a phosphate group) that might directly interact with it. Successful correlation of these data lends additional support to the hypothesis that a given residue or set of residues is responsible for ligand specificity, but is not necessary for a pattern discovery in the general case.
Finally, all implicated positions and their residue identities (or classes) are collected, forming a final set from which to build a discrimination motif for the subfamily for refinement and evaluation for sensitivity and selectivity. One approach is simply to search exhaustively over all combinations of residue (or residue types) to optimize selectivity and sensitivity. Alternatively, one can select the position that is conserved throughout the subfamily and has minimal representation in other subfamilies. If this residue is absent in all other subfamilies, this amino acid may in itself constitute a subfamily motif. However, if this residue or residue class is seen in the same position in other subfamilies, one adds other positions that are also completely conserved in the subfamily but are increasingly common in other subfamilies. After each subsequent addition, the emerging motif is assessed for specificity. This iterative refinement procedure would terminate when a motif is constructed that describes the subfamily of interest without also matching any other sequence of another subfamily. A stepwise addition of additional conserved positions is desirable to optimize sensitivity of the motif without sacrificing specificity. Avoiding positions not supported by mutagenesis data also minimizes the risk of adding to the motif residues unrelated to ligand binding.
Results

Aminergic subfamily definition
The aminergic subfamily of GPCRs includes receptors for dopamine, serotonin, epinephrine, histamine, and acetylcholine. At the time of this study, only 33 of these had been experimentally characterized and in publicly available databases (see Appendix).
Conserved residues in aminergic GPCRs
Residue numbering of rhodopsin is shown in parentheses. In the alignment, there were 20 residues that were completely conserved in all known aminergic GPCRs: In bold type are the nine residues mentioned in the Appendix that represent the most conserved residues in each helix, plus the conserved disulfide bond. Because these conserved residues are also highly prevalent throughout the GPCR class A family, they are not considered as subfamily discrimination residues.
Next, the residues that fall within the masked (intracellular) portions of the receptors are disregarded. These include the conserved Asp (rhodopsin, 134), Asn (302), and Tyr (306). The set of residues surviving the second filter include Trp (103) The data indicate that the aspartic acid in TM3 is also the most specific for the aminergic receptors (Fig. 1) . Its position in rhodopsin is 117, which is 17 residues ahead of the Figure 1 . Screenshot of the aligned third transmembrane domain of aminergic GPCRs visualized in Pfaat (Johnson et al. 2003) . Conserved positions are highlighted, the first being the aspartic acid found in the motif. characteristic "DRY" motif at the end of TM3 (Appendix). There is a wealth of published mutation data implicating this role of this residue in recognizing bioamines of all five major subtypes: histamine (Gantz et al. 1992) , serotonin (Ho et al. 1992) , dopamine (Mansour et al. 1992) , epinephrine (Wang et al. 1991) , and acetylcholine (Fraser et al. 1989) , to cite a few early examples. The consensus model based on these data is that the negatively charged side-chain of aspartic acid participates directly in an ionic interaction with the positively charged amine group conserved in bioamine ligands (for an example, see Donnelly et al. 1994) .
Although this interaction may be necessary for specific binding of aminergic GPCRs to their cognate ligands, an aspartic acid at this key position is not sufficient to distinguish aminergic GPCRs from all nonaminergic GPCRs. However, by adding the conserved tryptophan (rhodopsin, 293; 10 positions ahead of the conserved proline in TM7; see Appendix and Fig. 2 ) to the motif, one can distinguish aminergic GPCRs to the exclusion of all nonaminergic GPCRs. The role of this conserved tryptophan in ligand binding is less well characterized but was implicated in one mutagenesis experiment (Roth et al. 1997 ). Furthermore, it was modeled to interact with the positively charged amine group via an amine-aromatic interaction (Roth et al. 1997 ; see also references therein). A simple homology model built with the software SCWRL (Bower et al. 1997 ) reveals that the aspartate and tryptophan residues are in close spatial proximity (Fig. 4A, B) .
This refined motif is a suitable computational tool for classifying orphan GPCR sequences with the aim of predicting novel members of the aminergic family, even those with ligands outside of the five major types. Equally important is the absence of predicted GPCRs that are later shown experimentally to be nonaminergic. Confidence in this motif stems from the sensitivity gained by stepwise addition of residues characteristic of an entire class of ligand (and not tailored for any particular biogenic amine). This sensitivity is balanced by careful consideration of residues (evidence drawn from mutation data, correlation of ligand properties to residue properties, and location with respect to the extracellular face), thereby maintaining specificity for the aminergic class.
Nonaminergic GPCRs with a conserved aspartic acid
As discussed earlier, the presence of the conserved aspartic acid TM3 is necessary but insufficient to distinguish aminergic GPCRs to the exclusion of others. As observed by MacDonald (2000; see also references therein), the presence of the residue is important for natural ligand recognition and activation by certain peptide GPCRs, specifically opioid, somatostatin, melanin-concentrating hormone, and urotensin-II (accounting for the 11 nonaminergic GPCRs). In the context of opioid GPCRs, the negatively charged aspartate is thought to interact with the positively charged and conserved N terminus of the opioid peptides (Surratt et al. 1994; Befort et al. 1999 , Li et al. 1999 Lavecchia et al. 2000) . The other three peptiderigic ligands are cyclic (due to a disulfide bridge) and share positively charged amino acids such as K and R in the cyclic part of the ligand (Fig. 3) . Mutagenesis experiments and ligand structural data indicate that these positively charged amino acids interact with the conserved aspartate in TM3 (Nehring et al. 1995; Strnad and Hadcock 1995; MacDonald et al. 2000; Flohr et al. 2002) .
Recent pairings of ligands to orphan GPCRs
Shortly after the aminergic motif was defined, it was applied to an in-house sequence database of orphan GPCRs and Figure 2 . Screenshot of the aligned seventh transmembrane domain of aminergic GPCRs visualized in Pfaat (Johnson et al. 2003) . Conserved positions are highlighted, the first being the tryptophan found in the motif.
Sequence motif for aminergic GPCRs www.proteinscience.org 1363 found eight sequences to be potentially new bioamine GPCRs (Table 1) . A few of these correspond to those mentioned in a recent paper that describe trace amine receptors, a novel GPCR subfamily related to, but distinct from, the classic aminergic GPCRs (Borowsky et al. 2001) . In addition, a paper by Oda et al. (2000) describes the molecular cloning of a novel histamine receptor (GenBank, AY008280). There are also five orphan GPCRs that possess the conserved aspartate in TM3 but lack the conserved tryptophan in TM7 in Table 2 . One (GenBank, AF347063) was recently discovered to be a second melanin concentrating hormone GPCR (Hill et al. 2001) , and two others (GenBank, U22491, U22492) have also been paired with peptide ligands (Brezillon et al. 2003) . All of these data are consistent with the working hypothesis that a partial match to the motif indicates a peptide ligand rather than an aminergic motif.
Discussion
This approach described above is an alternative to and improvement over many effective computational classification schemes, coarsely grouped for the sake of discussion into four categories: pattern discovery and matching, phylogenetic or clustering analysis, traditional sequence comparison (pairwise and profile-based), and other machine-learning approaches (e.g., support vector machines, artificial neural networks). Sampled from the recent literature are examples of GPCR classification techniques: GPCR subtype motifs (Attwood 2001 (Attwood , 2002 , hierarchical clustering (Joost and Methner 2002) , subfamily profile comparison (Graul and Sadee 2001) , support vector machines (Karchin et al. 2002) , and an alignment-independent classification based on principal chemical properties of GPCR sequences (Lapinsh et al. 2002) .
In one sense, the method described here differs from those listed above primarily in the level of manual inspec- 
Table 1. Sequences possessing full motif (D in TM3, W in TM7)
GenBank
Refseq Comment   AF021818  NM_003967  PNR  AF112460  NM_014626  GPR58  AF112461  NM_014627  Temporarily removed; under review  by Refseq  AY008280  NM_021624  HRH4  AF380193  NM_053278  GPR102  AF200627  NM_138327  TAR1  AY183470  NM_175067  TA4  AY183469  NM_175057  TAR3   Table 2 . Sequences possessing partial motif (D in TM3, no W in TM7) GenBank Refseq  Comment   U22491  NM_005285  GPR7  U22492  NM_005286  GPR8  AF411107  NM_080819  GPR78  AF347063  NM_032503  SLT (MCH2)  AJ505757  NM_153442  GPR26 tion, intervention, and curation of the multiple sequence alignment and associated literature information. Underlying this statement, however, is a key pitfall of more automated or unsupervised approaches, that of alignment quality. In phylogenetic as well as pairwise and profile-based sequence analyses, the results ultimately depend on the accuracy of the alignments. Sequence comparisons also have the issue of scoring metrics and cutoffs to discern subfamily membership (and hence ligand-binding function). Phylogenetic or clustering approaches avoid this problem, but may produce groups or subtrees that comprise receptors with mixed ligand types or only other orphan GPCRs (Joost and Methner 2002) . Finally, these methods typically involve analysis of full-length sequences, the scoring and/or clustering of which may mask ligand-binding function even assuming perfect alignment. The work by Johnson and Church (2000) , which focused on ligand-binding residues in the context of protein family, effectively addressed this issue plaguing subfamily prediction.
In contrast, one of the main advantages of motif-based approaches is that assigning membership to a predefined group is a binary decision, the basis for which is often interpretable in light of protein structure and function. This has practical value in determining whether functional annotation can be safely transferred from pairwise comparisons, for example, using BLAST. For instance, a sequence in GenBank (AF258342) has been annotated as "biogenic amine receptor-like BALGR," presumably because of its sequence homology with known aminergic GPCRs. Indeed, when using BLASTP against NR, the closest match to an experimentally characterized GPCR is the human histamine H2 receptor (data not shown). However, BALGR, which remains an orphan GPCR, does not possess the aminergic motif. Without motif analysis, and in the absence of universally applicable BLAST cutoffs, there is no obvious criterion by which to assign membership to the aminergic class.
Motifs are also a powerful approach because their discovery are not necessarily dependent on prior multiple sequence alignments (compare, e.g., the motif collections of Attwood et al. 1994 and Rigoutsos et al. 1999) . The key differences between the excellent and comprehensive work by Attwood and coworkers (2002) on motif-based GPCR classification and the present one relate to specificity, scope, and throughput. In Attwood's hierarchical compendium of GPCR-specific motifs, or fingerprints, the second level under the class A (all rhodopsin-like) category contains all the GPCRs from individual ligand groups (e.g., dopamine, bradykinin, melatonin) with any appropriate subtypes at even lower levels. The motifs for each group are extracted from multiple sequence alignments of the respective sequences and their orthologs from various species. The result is that the motifs, relative to the one described in this study, are much richer in content and thus exquisitely specific for either the ligand type or receptor subtype. However, it is unlikely that Attwood's GPCR fingerprints would be sensitive enough to recognize the aminergic nature of a related, but distinct, novel group of GPCRs such as the trace amine receptors (Borowsky et al. 2001 ). However, Attwood et al. are able to cover many more GPCR ligand-specific families and subfamilies in a highly automated fashion while providing impressive diagnostic power.
In summary, the motif-based approach described herein offers several features that make it a valuable alternative to and enhancement over current GPCR classification methods, with particular utility toward subfamilies such as the aminergic class, because they comprise a number of chemically related but distinct ligands. Other families that are potentially subjects for future study include the nucleotide and lipid GPCR subfamilies, and even GPCRs activated by families of macromolecules, such as chemokine and complement proteins. This approach, which ideally involves curator inspection and alignment, dovetails with existing and ongoing efforts that provide higher throughput annotation.
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